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Abstract-This paper deals with nonhomogeneous queueing models to describe the performance 
of finite multiterminal systems subject to random breakdowns. The most important contribution 
of this paper is to give a closed formula for response time calculation. We use the model described 
earlier by Almási and Sztrik in [ll. The authors used there a closed formula-without proof-to 
calculate the response time of the terminals. Here we give a short proof of it. Al1 random variables 
involved in this work are independent and exponentially distributed. Although the stochastic process 
describing the systems behaviour is a Markov chain, the number of states becomes very large. and 
the response time calculation is not trivial in the heterogeneous model. 
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1. THE MODEL 
The model described below was introduced in [I]. We consider a queueing system which may be 
used as a model of a real life system consisting of n terminals connected with a Centra1 Processor 
Unit (CPU). The user at the terminal i kas exponentially distributed thinking times with rate Xi 
and generates jobs with processing time being exponentially distributed with rafe pi. The service 
rule at the CPU is First-In, First-Out (FIFO). Let US suppose that the operational system is 
subject to random breakdowns, which may be software and hardware, stopping the service at 
the terminals and at the CPU. The failure-free operation times of the system are exponentially 
distributed random variables with rate Q. The restoration times of the system are assumed to 
be exponentially distributed random variables with rate p. The busy terminals are also subject 
to random breakdowns not affecting the system’s operation. The failure-free operation times of 
busy terminals are supposed to be exponentially distributed random variables with rate yi for 
the terminal i. The repair times of the terminal i are exponentially distributed random variables 
with rate ri. The breakdowns are serviced by a single repairman providing preemptive priority 
to the system’s failure. We assume that each user generates only one job at a time, and he waits 
at the CPU before he starts thinking again; that is, the terminal is inactive while waiting at the 
CPU, and it cannot break down. Al1 random variables involved in the sequel are independent of 
each other. 
As it can be seen [l], a multidimensional Markov chain M(t) = (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) can be built 
with state space 
s=((q;il,..., ik;jl,..., ja), q=o,l; k=O >...> n; s=o ,..., n-k), 
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where 
(ii,. . . , ik) is a permutation of k objects from the numbers 1,. . . , n or 0, if k = 0, (1) 
Lil,. *. 3.L) is a permutation of s objects from the remaining n-k numbers or 0, if s=O. (2) 
The event (q; k; s;i~, . . . ,ik;jl, . . . , js) denotes that the operating system is in state q (q = 0 
means that the server works, q = 1 means that the server is down), there are k failed terminals 
with indices ir, . ..>tk, and there are s jobs with indices jr, . . . , j, at the CPU. 
The steady-state distribution of (M(t), t 2 0) wil1 be denoted by 
p(q; il . . . ikijl,. . . , js) = )rir P(x(t) = q; Y(t) = il, . . . , ik; z(t) = j$, . . . , js) 
which exists and is unique (see [2-41) if al1 the rates are positive. The algorithm discussed in [l] 
can be used to determine the steady state probabilities recursively. 
Let US introduce the following notations: 
P(%k,S) = c 
(il I..., i&)EV, (jl,..., j.)Ev;_, 
Vt: the set of al1 (ir,. . . , ik), as defined above in (l), 
vg_,: the set of al1 (jr, . . . ,js), as defined above in (2). 
The most important system characteristics can be calculated directly from the steady-state prob- 
abilities. 
The mean number of jobs residing at the CPU: 
nj = kj:“,p(i,k,s). 
i=O k=O s=O 
The mean number of busy terminals: 
n n-k 
nb = 71 Tl(n - k - s)p(O, k, s). 
k=O s=O 
The probability of waiting at the CPU for terminal i (i = 1,. . . , n): 
1 n-ln-k s 
Qi=cccc c c G(i,j,)P(q;il,...,ik;jl,...,j,). 




The utilization of terminal i (i = 1, . . . , n): 
n n-k 
ui=cc c c DL(i;il,..., ikijl ,... j$)p(o;il,..., ik;jl,..., js), 
k=O s=O il ,..., &EV” jl,... ,j.EV’_ 7% n k 
(6) 
where DL(i; il, . . . , ik; jl, . . . ,j8) = 
0, if i E (ir ,..., ik,jl,..., js), 
1, otherwise. 
2. CALCULATING THE RESPONSE TIME 
THEOREM. The expected response time of jobs for terminal i (i = 1, . . . , n) is 
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PROOF. Let US introduce the following notations for terminal i (i = 1, . . . , n): 
t” = the ending time of the last job service in interval (O,t), 
Ni(t) = the number of generated and serviced jobs in interval (0, t*), 
Tipgen (t) = the total “think” time of terminal i in interval (0, t), 
T, z,prrun(t) = the total job running time of terminal i in interval (0, t), 
F’rom the definition (7), it follows that Ui(t) is the relative frequency of the utilization of the 
terminal i, and similarly from (8), it follows that Qi(t) denotes the relative frequency for the 
event, when the terminal i is waiting at the CPU. 
Since the Markov chain (M(t), t 2 0) is ergodic (see [4,5]) the following limits exist, and are 
constants with probability one (see [3,6]): 
lim Ui(t) = Ui, 
t-+cc 
t_E Qi(t) = Qi. 
Obviously Ni(t) runs through the positive integers as t grows (if al1 the parameters are positive). 
The variable Ti,prgen(t) can be written as 
TGPrgen (4 = El + . . . + [N,(t) + Et, 
where Cr,... , <IJ,(~) are independent exponentially distributed random variables with parame- 
ter Ai, and et is the remaining “think” time of terminal i in interval (t*, t). Therefore, 
t1 + ” ’ -6 EN,(t) < Ti,prgen(t) < <l f ” + [N,(t) + tN,(t)fl 
Ni(t) - Ni(t) - Ni(t) 
Ni(t) + 1 cl + . . . + [N:(t) + [N,(t)+1 
= Ni(t) Ni(t) + 1 ’ 
If we take the limit t -+ CO we obtain that 
lim 51 + * ” + <N,(t) Ti,prgen(t) 
Ni(t) 
< lim Ni(t) + 1 El + ‘. . + [N,(t) + <N,(t)+1 
t+cc ’ tk Ni(t) - t-roo Ni(t) Ni(t) + 1 ’ 
We can use the strong 
build the equations 
which gives 
low of large numbers for variables 11,. . . ,JN,(~) and <N,(t)+1 (see [2,7]) to 
F’rom the definition (7), it follows that 
Let US consider the fraction 
Ti,prrun (t) Ti,prrun (t) t 
Ni(t) = t 
- = Qi(t)& = Q,(t)Ti’;;;‘t) y+q 
Ni(t) 2 z 2 
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Q(t) Ti,prge&) = lim CM4 
= EL ui(t) 
Qi 
Ni(t) t*w ui(t)& -=m* 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. The expected response time in the homogeneous case can be calculatea’ as 
T=$. (9) 
b 
PROOF. By a simple calculation, we obtain from (3) and (5) that 
n 
nj = c Qi. 
i=l 
Similarly from (4) and (6), it follows that 
Now, consider the homogeneous case thus 
Therefore, we obtain that 
nj=nQ and nb = nu. 
By the previous theorem, we have 
Qi ?iln Ti = x,v, = X(nb/n) = f$ i=l 7.**7 n, 
which completes the proof. This result corresponds to the one described in [g]. 
3. NUMERKAL RESULTS 
CASE 1. Homogeneous queueing system with terminal failure. 
CY = 0.0001, 0 = 9999.0, X = 0.3, /.L = 0.45, y =O.l, r = 0.25. 
Table 1. 
n ~Terminal T nj nb UCPU 
2 0.4239 2.9391 0.7475 0.8478 0.5652 
3 0.3667 3.8833 1.2817 1.1002 0.7334 
4 0.3156 5.0704 1.9204 1.2625 0.8416 
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In this case we approximate a homogeneous terminal system without CPU failure. The uti- 
lization of the CPU increases, and the utilization of the terminals decreases with the number of 
terminals. The values of the response times correspond to the formula (9). 
CASE 2. Homogeneous queueing system with terminal and CPU failure. 
a=O.l, p=O.4, X=0.3, 1_1=0.45, y=O.l, r=O.25. 
Table 2. 
~ 
In this example we can see how the CPU failure influences the performance measures. The 
response times are greater, and the utilizations are smaller than in Case 1. The same value of nj 
shows that the CPU failure has no effect on the job generation, as one can expect since the job 
generation is independent of the CPU failure. 
CASE 3. Nonhomogeneous queueing system with terminal and CPU failure. 
n = 4, o! = 0.1, p = 0.25, 
nj = 1.160, ng = 2.38, Ucpu = 0.454. 
Table 3. 
In this example we consider a nonhomogeneous terminal system. The results of this case were 
tested by simulation. We got the same values after 10,000 units of simulated time. F’urther 
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